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California Public Procurement Bid Protest

Process

By Michael R. Rizzo, Brian P. Cruz, and Mary Buxton*

In California, the right to protest a government solicitation or contract

award is set forth in the California Public Contract Code and other code sec-

tions, the California Code of Regulations, and the California Department of

General Services (DGS) State Contracting Manual (SCM), as well as in the

instructions in an agency’s solicitation document.

The right to protest stems from California’s preference for competitive

bidding as a means of protecting the public interest. In other words, by

inviting competition, the aim is “to guard against favoritism, improvidence,

extravagance, fraud and corruption, and to secure the best work or supplies

at the lowest price practicable . . . for the benefit of property holders and

taxpayers, and not for the benefit or enrichment of bidders.”1

In examining the bid protest process in California, this BRIEFING PAPER

first addresses the significant disclosure risks that a contractor faces concern-

ing its confidential or proprietary information under the California Public

Records Act and the issues that arise when seeking an exemption to avoid

such disclosures. A contractor must evaluate its risk of disclosures of

confidential business information before entering into the government

procurement process, especially where the contractor values its competition-

sensitive information as a significant asset. The PAPER next examines the

various protest processes that are available to contractors, including the

Alternative Protest Pilot Project (Alternative Protest) that is applicable to

many solicitations for information technology (IT) goods and services.

Finally, the PAPER covers concerns regarding local government procurement

protests and special rules that apply to the protests of public works

procurements.

*Michael R. Rizzo is a partner, Brian P. Cruz is a counsel, and Mary Buxton is a
senior associate in the Los Angeles, California office of Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pitt-
man LLP. This Briefing Paper is adapted from a chapter of their book, CALIFORNIA

PROCUREMENT HANDBOOK (Thomson Reuters 2020–2021 ed.), available in print and
ProView ebook and on Westlaw. For further information about the HANDBOOK, please visit
https://legal.thomsonreuters.com.
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California Public Records Act

The California Public Records Act (CPRA), which is

codified in the California Government Code,2 was en-

acted in 1968 to establish that “access to information

concerning the conduct of the people’s business is a

fundamental and necessary right of every person in this

state.”3 Underlying the CPRA is “the notion that govern-

ment should be accountable for its actions, [and] [i]n or-

der to verify accountability, individuals must have access

to government files.”4 A competing concern also underly-

ing the CPRA, however, “is the privacy of individuals

whose personal affairs are recorded in government files.”5

Consequently, the CPRA reflects “two fundamental yet

competing interests: (1) prevention of secrecy in govern-

ment; and (2) protection of individual privacy.”6 Further,

the statute also attempts to promote efficient and effec-

tive government in addition to balancing the public’s

interest in both government transparency and individual

rights of privacy. These objectives are effectuated through

two different public rights of access to information found

in California Government Code § 6253.

Section 6253 of the Government Code provides as

follows:

(a) Public records are open to inspection at all times

during the office hours of the state or local agency and

every person has a right to inspect any public record,

except as hereafter provided. Any reasonably segregable

portion of a record shall be available for inspection by any

person requesting the record after deletion of the portions

that are exempted by law.

(b) Except with respect to public records exempt from

disclosure by express provisions of law, each state or local

agency, upon a request for a copy of records that reason-

ably describes an identifiable record or records, shall make

the records promptly available to any person upon pay-

ment of fees covering direct costs of duplication, or a

statutory fee if applicable. Upon request, an exact copy

shall be provided unless impracticable to do so.7

A public record is “any writing containing information

relating to the conduct of the public’s business prepared,

owned, used, or retained by any state or local agency

regardless of physical form or characteristics.”8 The

CPRA defines a writing as:

[A]ny handwriting, typewriting, printing, photostating,

photographing, photocopying, transmitting by electronic

mail or facsimile, and every other means of recording upon

any tangible thing any form of communication or repre-

sentation, including letters, words, pictures, sounds, or

symbols, or combinations thereof, and any record thereby

created, regardless of the manner in which the record has

been stored.9

The California Legislature intended the term “writing”

to broadly cover “every conceivable kind of record that is

involved in the governmental process and will pertain to

any new form of record-keeping instrument as it is

developed.”10 Consequently, “public records” must be

made available to the public unless one of the exemp-

tions set forth in the CPRA applies.11

State and local agency contracts involving public

works, as well as the procurement of goods and services,

are public records. Thus, invitations for bids (IFBs) and

requests for proposals (RFPs), contractor bids and pro-

posals, a contractor’s certified payroll records,12 as well

as a contractor’s financial information given during the

bidding process, are all “public records” subject to

agency disclosure pursuant to a CPRA request. The ratio-

nale behind this mandate is the public’s right to determine

whether government resources “have been spent for the

benefit of the community at large or only a limited few.”13
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Issues With Confidential Contractor Information

The CPRA presents significant challenges to protect-

ing a contractor’s confidential business information that

has been submitted to the government either because of

the contractor’s extant contractual relationship with a

California government agency or in furtherance of the

contractor’s pursuit of a contract with a state agency.

Anyone may file a CPRA request, including data mining

companies and even a private company’s competitors.

An agency in receipt of a CPRA request must disclose

the requested information or raise an objection within 10

days.14 The CPRA does not mandate the agency provide

notice of disclosure to affected contractors, which leaves

contractors with little to no time to take action. Thus, it is

important for private companies contracting with agen-

cies to take protective action at the front end and to

understand what types of information are exempt from

disclosure.

The CPRA contains a number of narrowly construed

exemptions to the disclosure of public records. California

Government Code § 6254, subdivision (k), is most rele-

vant to the question of whether confidential business in-

formation is protected.15 According to subdivision (k),

nothing in the CPRA shall require “the disclosure of [re-

cords that are] exempted or prohibited pursuant to federal

or state law, including . . . provisions of the Evidence

Code relating to privilege.”16 Thus, the official informa-

tion privilege and trade secret privilege are both embod-

ied within the California Government Code § 6254,

subdivision (k) exemption. These privileges, in addition

to the public interest exemption,17 often preclude public

disclosure of certain qualifying business information pur-

suant to a CPRA request.18

“Exemption (k)” is useful for contractors because it

precludes public disclosure of commercial or financial

information given during the prequalification process for

prospective bidders—as described in California Public

Contract Code § 10160.19 Specifically, exemption (k)

incorporates California Public Contract Code § 10165,

which provides that, with regard to information given to

an agency for purposes of prequalification, “[t]he ques-

tionnaires and financial statements are not public records

and are not open to public inspection.”20 An agency’s lists

of prequalification applicants, however, are public re-

cords subject to disclosure.21

Trade Secret Exemption

A contractor may assert the trade secret privilege

embodied within CPRA exemption (k), read in conjunc-

tion with California Evidence Code § 1060.22 As noted

above, according to California Government Code § 6254,

subdivision (k), nothing in the CPRA shall require “the

disclosure of [records that are] exempted or prohibited

pursuant to federal or state law, including . . . provisions

of the Evidence Code relating to privilege.”23 Addition-

ally, California Evidence Code § 1060 states that “the

owner of a trade secret has a privilege to refuse to dis-

close the secret, and to prevent another from disclosing

it, if the exercise of the privilege will not tend to conceal

fraud or otherwise work injustice.”24

For information to be exempt under CPRA exemption

(k) and California Evidence Code § 1060, the informa-

tion must first qualify as a “trade secret.”25 “An exact

definition of a trade secret is not possible.”26 According

to the Uniform Trade Secrets Act, a “trade secret” is

defined as information, including a method, technique, or

process, that (1) derives independent economic value

from not being generally known to the public or to other

persons who can obtain economic value from its disclo-

sure or use, and (2) is the subject of efforts that are rea-

sonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.27

As with all issues concerning confidential contractor

information, judicial determinations of whether certain

information qualifies as a trade secret are complex and

fact specific. Moreover, California courts have consis-

tently held that people and businesses who voluntarily

enter the public sphere diminish their own privacy

interests.28 Accordingly, a contractor seeking to prove

that information qualifies as a “trade secret” must be

aware of several factors that California courts consider

when deciding whether the trade secret exemption

applies. These factors include:

(1) the extent to which the information is known

outside of the contractor’s business;

(2) the extent to which it is known by employees and

others involved in the contractor’s business;

(3) the extent of measures taken by the contractor to

guard the secrecy of the information;

(4) the value of the information to the contractor and

to his competitors;
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(5) the amount of effort or money expended by the

contractor in developing the information; and

(6) the ease or difficulty with which the information

could be properly acquired or duplicated by

others.29

Even when public records are properly classified as

trade secrets, California courts will conduct a balancing

test to examine whether disclosure of that information

would serve the public interest.30 Thus, the agency bears

the burden of demonstrating not only that requested in-

formation constitutes trade secrets but also that the public

interest is better served by nondisclosure than by

disclosure.31

Given the strong public policy in favor of disclosure

and transparency, courts rarely find in favor of

nondisclosure. In Uribe v. Howie,32 for example, a farm

worker wanted to inspect and copy pest control operator

reports because she was worried about the possible nega-

tive effects of her exposure to pesticides.33 The state

agency denied the request, claiming the information was

exempt from disclosure as a trade secret under CPRA

exemption (k) and California Evidence Code § 1060.34

The reports contained information on the chemical com-

position of the pesticide spray, the quantity of the com-

pound, the field to which the compound applied, the type

of crop, the targeted pest, and the date of application.35

The court of appeal found that although the general pub-

lic did not have access to the requested information,

certain individuals outside the pest control business (doc-

tors, insurance adjusters, and growers) did have that in-

formation available to them.36 Moreover, there was no

evidence presented at trial indicating that the pest control

operators that submitted the reports had invested any

amount of time, money, or expertise above and beyond

that of which was common to the industry in developing

pesticide mixes and dosage levels.37 Given that the

requested information was readily available, the court

held that the material contained in the reports did not con-

stitute trade secrets.38

Similarly, another California court of appeal favored

disclosure of trade secret information even though it

recognized that disclosure might have a chilling effect on

the governmental entity’s ability to gather information in

future business transactions, and that the contractor had a

significant interest in protecting its competitive

advantage.39

The CPRA does not provide a method for the contrac-

tor to enforce CPRA exemption (k). Thus, even if a

contractor is able to prove that the information at issue is

a trade secret and satisfies the balancing test, the contrac-

tor must pursue injunctive relief in order to enjoin the

agency’s disclosure of its confidential business

information. This is called a “reverse” CPRA action. Such

action, however, is only available if the agency chooses

to notify affected contractors before it discloses the

potentially confidential information. Consequently,

private contractors should familiarize themselves with an

agency’s procedures for responding to CPRA requests

and be sure to properly label confidential information as

trade secrets.

Bid Protest Issues Under The California
Public Contract Code

Generally, a protest is a challenge brought by a bidder

during the competitive solicitation process for a govern-

ment contract, asserting that the solicitation requirements

are restrictive or unclear, or that the bidder should have

been selected for award.40 The state thus differentiates

between protests of requirements and protests of pro-

posed awards.41 Generally, a bidder may submit a protest

of requirements for IT goods and services valued in

excess of $100,000 by challenging the technical, admin-

istrative, or cost provisions in the competitive

solicitation.42 A bidder may submit such a protest to the

buying agency.43

Similarly, a bidder may challenge the award of a

contract for IT goods and services valued in excess of

$100,00044 and for non-IT goods in excess of $25,000.45

Traditional (non-Alternative Protest cases) IT protests

are filed at the DGS Office of Legal Services (OLS).46

Protests under the Alternative Protest process, on the

other hand, are filed at the DGS Office of Administrative

Hearings (OAH).47

Protests involving procurements of non-IT goods are

filed with the OLS. For non-IT services, a bidder may

challenge an award only if the procurement is conducted

using the IFB or RFP process.48 Such protests are initi-

ated at the OLS. So-called “informal” procurements are

not protestable.
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Responsiveness

Most bid protests are against the award of a contract to

a competitor and focus on the issue of bid responsiveness.

The basic rule of competitive bidding is that bids must

conform to the specifications.49 A government agency

may accept a bid that substantially conforms to the

requirements in the solicitation if all variances are

nonmaterial and “cannot have affected the amount of the

bid or given a bidder an advantage or benefit not allowed

other bidders.”50 However, the government agency is not

required to waive a nonmaterial bid deviation and may

require strict compliance with the solicitation.51 As will

be discussed later in this chapter, a contractor may seek

to reverse a government agency’s decision to waive or

not to waive nonmaterial deviations by bringing a manda-

mus action in state court.

Protest Of Solicitation Language For IT Goods &

Services

A contractor may challenge or object to any adminis-

trative, technical, or cost specification/requirement(s)

contained in a formal IT competitive solicitation.52 Such

a protest is known as an “initial protest” or a “protest of

requirements.”53 Solicitation language in the DGS Bidder

Instructions, Article 12—Specification Concerns, pro-

vides specific instructions for bidders as to the process

for protesting solicitation requirements:

12. SPECIFICATION CONCERNS:

(a) In the event a supplier believes that the State’s solic-

itation is unfairly restrictive, ambiguous, contains conflict-

ing provisions or mistakes or in the supplier’s experience

any resulting contract would be commercially impractical

to perform, the matter should be promptly brought to the

attention of the buyer identified in the solicitation, either

by telephone, letter or visit, immediately upon receipt of

the solicitation, in order that the matter may be fully

considered and appropriate action taken by the State prior

to the closing time set to receive bids.

(b) Unless otherwise specified, failure by any supplier

to raise any concern relating to the solicitation require-

ments within at least two (2) working days prior to the bid

close date, will be deemed a waiver of the supplier’s right

to protest any decision for contract award relating to the

solicitation’s requirements.54

Although a bidder is allowed to notify the agency

buyer orally by telephone or in person of an intent to

protest, the substantive protest must be in writing.55 The

initial protest must be resolved either through a with-

drawal of the protest or a written final determination by

the DGS Deputy Director before any further solicitation

action may take place.56 If the resolution of an initial

protest results in an addendum to the solicitation and the

addendum requires additional time for bidders to re-

spond, then the agency buyer must adjust the solicitation

due date to allow additional time for bidders to respond

to the changed solicitation.57

Traditional Protest Of Proposed Award For IT

Goods & Services

Anyone who has submitted a bid may protest the

proposed award of a contract for IT goods and services

on the grounds that the protester’s58 bid was responsive

to the requirements of the solicitation and should have

been selected for award.59 Such protests must be filed

during the five-day period (excluding Saturdays, Sun-

days, and legal holidays) specified in the public posting

of the “Notice of Intent to Award.”60 The agency buyer

must stop any further action on the proposed contract

award until the protest.61 Within 10 calendar days after

filing the notice of intent to protest, the protester must file

a detailed statement of protest including citations to

pertinent laws, rules, regulations, or procedures on which

the protest is based.62 The state agency then issues a re-

sponse to defend its proposed award.63 OLS reviews all

submitted documentation submitted by the protester and

the state and has the authority to render a final administra-

tive decision regarding the protest.64

Alternative Protest Pilot Project For IT Goods &

Services

The bid protest procedures for many IT goods and ser-

vices solicitations are governed by the Alternative Protest

Pilot Project.65 The Alternative Protest procedures were

implemented in 1998 with the main objective of decreas-

ing the number of frivolous protests occurring in IT

procurements. Any formal non-IT goods and services

competitive solicitation may also include the Alternative

Protest procedure. The Alternative Protest process grants

the DGS OAH the authority to administer protests con-

cerning “major” IT acquisitions of goods and services.66

Solicitation language regarding the Alternative Protest

procedure is contained in the DGS Bidders Instructions:

21. PROTESTS: The Department of General Services,

Procurement Division, has appointed a Protest Coordina-
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tor to serve as the primary point of contact for handling:

(1) initial protests of solicitation requirements as allowed

for in Public Contract Code (PCC) Section 12102(h); (2)

protests of proposed awards for commodities (PCC Sec-

tion 10306) and information technology goods and ser-

vices (PCC Section 12102[h]); and (3) the Alternative

Protest Process (PCC Section 12125 et seq.). A Supplier

Advocate has been established in accordance with PCC

Section 10300 as a resource to protesting bidders seeking

assistance and information. Contact the buyer or contact

the Procurement Division at (916) 375-4400 for

assistance.67

The Alternative Protest process, unlike prior Califor-

nia protest procedures, eliminates the automatic stay of

the award or performance of the contract.68 An unsuc-

cessful bidder that intends to protest the awarded contract

must first inform the Alternative Protest Pilot Project

Coordinator designated by DGS in writing within the

number of days specified in the solicitation (but not less

than one working day and no more than five working days

after contract award).69 After receipt of the notice of

intent to protest, the coordinator will provide a service

list to all protesters, the awardee, and the contracting

department.70 From there, the protester must submit a

“Detailed Written Statement of Protest” setting forth the

grounds of protest, pay a filing fee, and an arbitration de-

posit within seven working days after the notice of intent

to protest was due.71

The Alternative Protest procedure limits the protest

grounds of major IT acquisitions to “violations of the So-

licitation procedures and that the [protester] should have

been selected.”72 Additionally, in protests of major IT

acquisitions, the detailed written statement of protest

must specify each and every solicitation procedure that

was violated and the manner of such violation and why,

but for that violation, the protester would have been

selected for award.73 For Alternative Protest actions based

on other types of acquisitions, protesting bidders are

limited to grounds that the bid or proposal should have

been selected in accordance with the selection criteria in

the solicitation.74 The protesting bidder bears the burden

of proving the grounds of protest by a preponderance of

the evidence.75

The DGS Coordinator reviews the protest within five

working days after receipt of the protest to determine

preliminarily whether the protest is frivolous.76 If the

coordinator determines that the protest is frivolous, the

bidder is given the option of either (1) withdrawing the

protest,77 or (2) posting a bond in an amount not less than

10% of the estimated contract value.78

The awardee has seven working days after notification

by the coordinator to submit a response to the detailed

written statement of protest.79 The contracting depart-

ment has seven calendar days after the filing of the

detailed written statement of protest to provide a

response.80

The DGS OAH provides the protesting bidder, the

awardee of the contract, and the DGS Coordinator, with a

list of 10 arbitrators that includes OAH administrative

law judges and private arbitrators.81 Each party may

strike two of the 10 names prior to OAH’s selection of an

arbitrator.82 The protesting bidder may indicate to the

OAH its preference for a contract arbitrator or an OAH

administrative law judge.83

Hearings may be held, and supplemental responses by

the parties submitted, at the discretion of the arbitrator.84

The arbitrator renders the final decision, which includes a

statement of factual and legal basis that addresses the is-

sues raised in the detailed written statement of protest

and includes an order upholding or denying the protest.85

The arbitrator does not have the power to award a

contract.86 A copy of the arbitrator’s decision is sent to

the protester within 45 calendar days after the first

detailed written statement of protest is filed.87

For protests not initially determined to be frivolous, if

the arbitrator denies the protest, the protester will be li-

able for all costs of the arbitration.88 If the arbitrator

upholds the protest, the contracting department must pay

for all costs of the arbitration, and the protester will be

refunded their deposit by OAH.89 If a protest was deemed

frivolous and is then denied by the arbitrator, the protester

will forfeit its bond.90

Protest Process Relating To Non-IT Goods

A bidder may protest the specifications contained in a

formal, non-IT competitive solicitation in accordance

with the DGS Bidders Instructions, Article 12, as dis-

cussed above.91 The solicitation language also provides

key information that will notify bidders of specific dates

for filing protests of the solicitation requirements as well

as for the last day to file a protest of the proposed contract

award for non-IT goods valued over $25,000.92
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Generally, California agencies must award contracts

valued over $25,000 for non-IT goods to the lowest

responsible, responsive bidder.93 A bidder may protest

the proposed award of such a contract on that basis.94 As

with “traditional” protests of contract awards for IT goods

and services, the bidder must file a written protest with

the OLS within 24 hours of notice of intent to award

(excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays).95 If a

bidder files a timely protest, the contract will not be

awarded until either the protest has been withdrawn or

the OLS has made a final decision on the protest.96

Within 10 calendar days after filing a protest, the

protester must file with the OLS a full and complete state-

ment of the relevant facts supporting its contention that it

is the lowest responsible bidder meeting specifications.97

The OLS reviews all submitted documentation and

renders a final administration decision regarding the

protest.98

Protest Process Relating To Non-IT Services

For non-IT services procurements, California only al-

lows protests of contracts awarded through the IFB or

RFP process.99 For IFBs, the bidder challenging the

contract award must be the lowest responsible bidder

meeting the specifications for the contract. For RFPs, the

protester must claim that the agency failed to follow

procedures specified in either California Public Contract

Code § 10344, subdivision (b) or (c):

(b) State agencies that use the evaluation and selection

procedure in this subdivision shall include in the request

for proposal, in addition to the information required by

subdivision (a), a requirement that bidders submit their

proposals with the bid price and all cost information in a

separate, sealed envelope. Proposals shall be evaluated

and the contract awarded in the following manner:

(1) All proposals received shall be reviewed to deter-

mine those that meet the format requirements and the stan-

dards specified in the request for proposal.

(2) The sealed envelopes containing the bid price and

cost information for those proposals that meet the format

requirements and standards shall then be publicly opened

and read.

(3) The contract shall be awarded to the lowest respon-

sible bidder meeting the standards.

(c) State agencies that use the evaluation and selection

procedure in this subdivision shall include in the request

for proposal, in addition to the information required by

subdivision (a), a description of the methods that will be

used in evaluating and scoring the proposals. Any evalua-

tion and scoring method shall ensure that substantial

weight in relationship to all other criteria utilized shall be

given to the contract price proposed by the bidder. Propos-

als shall be evaluated and the contract awarded in the fol-

lowing manner:

(1) All proposals shall be reviewed to determine which

meet the format requirements specified in the request for

proposal.

(2) All proposals meeting the formal requirements shall

then be submitted to an agency evaluation committee

which shall evaluate and score the proposals using the

methods specified in the request for proposal. All propos-

als and all evaluation and scoring sheets shall be available

for public inspection at the conclusion of the committee

scoring process.

(3) The contract shall be awarded to the bidder whose

proposal is given the highest score by the evaluation

committee.100

Generally, a protesting bidder bears the burden of

proving that the awarding agency has committed an error

in the bid award process sufficiently material to justify its

challenge of the proposed award, or that the agency’s de-

cisions lack a rational basis, and are, therefore, arbitrary

and capricious.101 A material deviation could be the fail-

ure of the awarding agency to follow pertinent state

statutes and regulations or the provisions of the solicita-

tion document.102

For the IFB process, the agency must notify the lowest

bidder that the contract is being awarded to another bid-

der at least five working days before making such

award.103 Other bidders in the IFB process may, by writ-

ten request, ask the agency to post notice of the proposed

contract award at least five working days prior to award-

ing the contract.104 For the RFP process, the agency is

required to post the notice of the proposed contract award

at least five working days prior to awarding the

contract.105 In both processes, a bidder must file a protest

with the agency and DGS after notice of intent to award

the contract, but before the actual award.106 After filing a

protest, the protester has five calendar days to file a

detailed written statement of the protest grounds.107

After receiving a protest, the OLS assigns a hearing

officer to the protest.108 The hearing officer determines

whether the protest will be resolved by written submis-
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sion or public hearing.109 The hearing officer’s decision is

a final administrative decision and the DGS has no juris-

diction to consider any appeal to this decision.110

Conflict Of Interest

A conflict of interest, or merely the appearance of a

conflict of interest, is a common ground for bid protests

both on the state and federal level. If a prohibited interest

is found on the part of the public officials awarding the

contract, the contract will be deemed void from its

inception. Courts will err on the side of caution in trying

to ensure a contract award is made free from the possibil-

ity of an improper conflict of interest. The California

Government Code provides the statutory framework for

the issue.

Section 1090 of the California Government Code

prohibits public officers, while acting in their official

capacities, from making contracts in which they have a

financial interest. It states, in pertinent part:

Members of the Legislature, state, county, district, judicial

district, and city officers or employees shall not be finan-

cially interested in any contract made by them in their of-

ficial capacity, or by any body or board of which they are

members. Nor shall state, county, district, judicial district,

and city officers or employees be purchasers at any sale or

vendors at any purchase made by them in their official

capacity.111

A public official or employee in the context of Califor-

nia Government Code § 1090 has been defined broadly

by California courts. One common area of conflict of

interest issues in the context of bid protests is the case of

the “follow-on” contract. This is where a business entity

awarded a consulting services contract tries to obtain a

subsequent contract to provide goods or services that are

required, suggested, or otherwise deemed appropriate to

the end product from the original consulting services

contract. While it does not appear to be applicable on its

face, § 1090 has been interpreted by California courts to

prohibit follow-on contracts for consultants. The court in

Hub City Solid Waste Services, Inc. v. City of Compton112

held that under § 1090 consultants are considered public

officers or employees if they act in an advisory role and

possess the ability to exert considerable influence over

the contracting decisions of a public agency.113 Simply

being in a position to advise a city, or any other public

entity, on its policy goals has been held to rise to the level

of possessing the ability to exert considerable influence

over the contracting decisions of the public entity. In Da-

vis v. Fresno Unified School District,114 the court held

that § 1090 applies to corporate consultants that are hired

by local agencies, as opposed to only individual consul-

tants, which was the subject of Hub City. If a consultant

is subject to § 1090 because it is found that the consultant

has an ability to exercise considerable influence over the

agency’s decisions, the next question is to determine

whether the consultant is participating in the “making of

a contract.” California courts have defined “making a

contract” broadly under § 1090. This definition covers

any act involving preliminary decisions, negotiations,

compromises, reasoning, planning, drawing plans and

specifications, and solicitations for bids.115

In McGee v. Balfour Beatty Construction,116 the court

relied on California Government Code § 1090 to allow a

taxpayer brought action to go forward challenging a

contract between Torrance Unified School District and

construction company, Balfour Beatty. The conflict of

interest at issue was that Balfour had been retained to

provide consulting services to the school district prior to

being awarded an allegedly related contract.117 The Cali-

fornia Public Contract Code has a provision exactly rele-

vant to this situation, but it was held to be inapplicable to

the school district. California Public Contract Code

§ 10365.5 states, in relevant part:118

No person, firm, or subsidiary thereof who has been

awarded a consulting services contract may submit a bid

for, nor be awarded a contract for, the provision of ser-

vices, procurement of goods or supplies, or any other re-

lated action which is required, suggested, or otherwise

deemed appropriate in the end product of the consulting

services contract.119

The court in McGee found that, although the Public

Contract Code provision was not applicable, the spirit of

§ 1090 of the Government Code covered this specific

type of conflict. Citing its 2015 decision in Davis, the

court held:

Because the statute’s object is to limit the possibility of

any influence, direct or indirect, that might bear on an of-

ficial’s decision, we conclude that the allegations that

Contractor served as a professional consultant . . . and

had a hand in designing and developing the plans and

specifications for the project are sufficient to state a cause

of action.120

Taken together, the provisions from the California
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Public Contract Code and the California Government

Code carve out a strong prohibition of follow-on contracts

for consultants.

Local contracting entities in California also have

specific provisions governing follow-on contracts. The

Los Angeles County Code contains a provision and

contract clause entitled “Contractor Independence.”121 Its

stated purpose is to establish “procedures precluding

firms or persons that assisted the County in developing or

preparing a solicitation document, from subsequently be-

ing involved in the bidding process on that solicitation

document.”122

The County Board of Supervisors directed that the fol-

lowing language be included in its contracts with

consultants:

Prohibition from Participation in Future Solicitation(s)

A Proposer, or a Contractor or its subsidiary or Subcon-

tractor (“Proposer/Contractor”), is prohibited from submit-

ting a bid or proposal in a County solicitation if the

Proposer/Contractor has provided advice or consultation

for the solicitation. A Proposer/Contractor is also prohib-

ited from submitting a bid or proposal in a County solici-

tation if the Proposer/Contractor has developed or pre-

pared any of the solicitation materials on behalf of the

County. A violation of this provision shall result in the

disqualification of the Contractor/Proposer from participa-

tion in the County solicitation or the termination or cancel-

lation of any resultant County contract. This provision

shall survive the expiration, or other termination of this

Agreement.123

The above clause is quite broad in that it applies where

the consultant “has developed or prepared any of the so-

licitation materials.”124 In the event that the agency al-

lowed the consultant to bid on the resultant contract, this

provision would provide a very good protest ground for a

disappointed bidder.

Additionally, the Los Angeles County Metropolitan

Transportation Authority (Metro) publishes a Contrac-

tor’s Code of Conduct in which it has a provision directly

aimed at follow-on contracts by consultants. Section

5-20-130 is entitled “Prohibition Regarding Participation

in Procurement Development.” It states:

No contractor who participates in the development of a

scope of work, solicitation documents, contractual instru-

ments or technical specifications may participate as a

proposer or sub-proposer on that particular procurement

or perform any work on that particular procurement or any

other procurement that would constitute an organizational

conflict of interest or would give that contractor an unfair

advantage over other bidders on that procurement. This

prohibition may be waived in writing by the administra-

tive head of procurement for [Metro] upon a showing of

good cause.125

The provision above is a broad prohibition, as it states

“any other procurement that would constitute an organi-

zational conflict of interest or would give that contractor

an unfair advantage over other bidders on that

procurement.”126 This could be interpreted very broadly

if it was the subject of a bid protest from an unsuccessful

bidder. However, this clause also has the waiver option in

which the head of procurement for Metro could allow for

follow-on work for good cause. This good cause would

mostly likely be that the contractor was found to be the

only qualified source, and in that case would be subject

to a sole-source justification.

Judicial Appeal & Remedies

Generally, protesters may seek judicial recourse

through a writ of mandate, asserting that a government

official acted beyond his or her authority. Before seeking

review from any court, the protester must exhaust all

administrative remedies. It is important to note that the

government may waive minor issues relating to the

solicitation.127

The legal standard in an action for a writ of mandate is

whether the government agency’s actions were arbitrary,

capricious, entirely lacking in evidentiary support, or in-

consistent with proper procedure.128 Protesters seeking

writs of mandate have a difficult task, because courts will

generally defer to the decisions made by the agencies.129

Decisions of the OLS regarding contract awards are

reviewable by administrative mandamus under Califor-

nia Civil Procedure Code § 1094.5.130 Upon a bidder’s

petition for administrative mandamus, the trial court

reviews the OLS’ decision to determine whether it acted

outside its jurisdiction, whether there was a fair hearing,

and whether there was a prejudicial abuse of discretion.131

The court can render a decision against the agency, hold-

ing that the agency could not have taken the award action.

However, even if a protester is successful in seeking a

writ of mandate, the court cannot order the agency to

award the contract to the protester or to any other party.
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An unsuccessful bidder may also bring a civil action

seeking a determination by the superior court that a

government agency has entered into a contract in viola-

tion of the applicable contracting statutes for government

procurement.132 If the action results in a final determina-

tion in favor of the plaintiff, then the contract is void.133

A protester under the Alternative Protest process may

challenge the arbitrator’s decision and seek judicial

review as set forth in California Civil Procedure Code

§§ 1285 to 1287.6.134 Below are some examples of

grounds for judicial review of arbitrations conducted

under the Alternative Protest process:

(1) The award was procured by corruption, fraud, or

other undue means.

(2) There was corruption in any of the arbitrators.

(3) The rights of the party were substantially preju-

diced by misconduct of a neutral arbitrator.

(4) The arbitrators exceeded their powers and the

award cannot be corrected without affecting the

merits of the decision upon the controversy

submitted.135

Local Government Procurement Protests

Local government entities promulgate their own rules

and procedures pertaining to bid protests.136 It is impor-

tant for bidders to understand and comply with the ap-

plicable rules and procedures regarding the particular

public entity at issue.

For instance, San Diego bid protests are governed by

the San Diego Municipal Code137 and San Diego Council

Policy 000-29. The Council Policy establishes the hear-

ing procedures to resolve both protests of contract selec-

tion and designation of bidders as nonresponsible.

The current version of Policy 000-29 sets forth proce-

dures for determinations of both contractor responsibility

and bid responsiveness. A nonresponsive bid may be

summarily rejected, or the City Manager (as defined in

Policy 000-29) may convene a hearing, at his or her

discretion, to take testimony on a disputed question of

fact. With regard to contractor responsibility, however, a

contractor that is determined to be nonresponsible is

entitled to a hearing as a matter of right before the

contract is awarded to the next-in-line bidder.138

Protests Of Public Works Projects

The California Public Contract Code contains specific

rules for procurement concerning public works

projects.139 The bid protest procedures for Public Works

projects are generally contained in bid instructions.

However, in some instances, bid protest procedures may

be set forth in a local ordinance or statute.

An unsuccessful bidder may seek a writ of mandate

from a state court to prevent award to other than the low-

est responsible bidder.140 However, if a bidder fails to

comply with the procedures in the bid instructions, it

waives any right to challenge the bid by mandamus.141

Bidders generally protest on the following grounds

concerning public works projects: (1) the winning bidder

is not a responsible contractor, and (2) the winning bid is

not responsive to the solicitation, the instructions to bid-

ders, or the job specifications.

Guidelines

These Guidelines are intended to assist you in under-

standing the bid protest process in California public

procurements. They are not, however, a substitute for

professional representation in any specific situation.

1. Remember that the CPRA does not mandate that

California agencies provide notice to affected contractors

of disclosure of information that could be proprietary.

Thus, it is important for private companies contracting

with agencies to take protective action at the front end

and to understand what types of information are exempt

from disclosure.

2. Recognize that California public policy under the

CPRA favors disclosure. Therefore, any information

provided in IFBs and RFPs, including contractor bids and

proposals, a contractor’s certified payroll records, as well

as a contractor’s financial information given during the

bidding process, are all “public records” subject to

agency disclosure pursuant to a CPRA request.

3. Bear in mind that the CPRA does not provide a

method for the contractor to enforce the trade secret

exemption to the CPRA, so-called “reverse” CPRA

actions. Consequently, private contractors should famil-

iarize themselves with an agency’s procedures for re-

sponding to CPRA requests and be sure to properly label

confidential information as trade secrets.
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4. Do not make the mistake of assuming that just

because a solicitation is being issued by a state agency,

the entire process will be handled without error or bias.

State agencies, although acting with the best intent, are

subject to the same human errors and frailties as everyone

else. Therefore, contractors should understand the basics

of bid protests, including timeliness rules, and possible

protest grounds before submitting their proposal.

5. Be aware that California has multiple processes and

differing timing requirements for protests depending

upon the goods and services being procured and whether

the protest is of the requirements of a solicitation or of

the propriety of a contract award.

6. If a contractor believes that an agency solicitation is

unfairly restrictive, is ambiguous, contains conflicting

provisions or mistakes, or in the supplier’s experience

any resulting contract would be commercially impracti-

cal to perform, it must be prepared to protest the solicita-

tion prior to the bid close date, or waive its right to chal-

lenge the solicitation.

7. Remember that a losing bidder of a contract award

bears the burden of proving that the agency has commit-

ted an error in the bid award process sufficiently material

to justify its challenge of the proposed award, or that the

agency’s decisions lack a rational basis, and are, there-

fore, arbitrary and capricious. A material deviation could

be the failure of the awarding agency to follow pertinent

state statutes and regulations or the provisions of the so-

licitation document.

8. Recognize that the decisions of state agencies

regarding contract awards are reviewable by California

courts administrative mandamus. Upon a bidder’s peti-

tion for administrative mandamus, a state trial court may

review the agency’s decision to determine whether it

acted outside its jurisdiction, whether there was a fair

hearing, and whether there was a prejudicial abuse of

discretion. The court can render a decision against the

agency, holding that the agency could not have taken the

award action.
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